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into the collective-evolution consciousness which stores ALL of
the consequences, incarnations, and evolution recorded in the
200,000+/- years of human consciousness.
Three-dimensionally it is the last stronghold of the human ego
clinging to the old model. Fourth-dimensionally it reflects the
complex components of the divine plan. The magnitude of that
plan is incomprehensible to the human ego. The plan sometimes is difficult to value,
and at times it is difficult to trust. The plan even seems at times undeserved and
unfair, as homes, lives and livelihoods are lost; forests and creatures, habitats and
hope... all lost. When stock markets crash or the exposure of corrupt corporations
makes the value of their shares plummet – on the 3rd dimension, the wipeouts can be
devastating.
The Creator’s divine plan and the karmic model provide, however, for the energies of
those losses to return. The suffering will be healed and reconfigured as proportional
rewards in a later lifetime, if not, even, the current life. The contribution to
consciousness evolution associated with such events is significant even while
disheartening and faith-testing. The individuals will often look back and see when their
soul guidance said to sell, or not to purchase in the first place.
In transactions of advanced karma elimination, not only will the individual be shown
the excuses and denials that jeopardized the highest outcome. An additional action to
balance the situation will also be presented. However, one of the indicators that the
karmic model has reached its limitations is that, even in the advanced stages of
dissolving karma, the ego’s supreme resistance can make up reasons why “just this
once” or “just a little bit” will avoid consequences in the act of avoiding truth. The
highly-evolved yet well-practiced-at-such-evasions ego thereby prolongs evolution and
postpones enlightenment. Karma and consequences thus go another round.
From the higher planes, the reason for loss and distress may be to balance an unfair
exchange from the past. The ego is unlikely to access the truth by asking “why?” the
distress, however, because truth always must be revealed. If the Creator does show
the ego the time and place and details of a previous unfair transaction, it is because
the ego is ready to evolve by truth revealed instead of lessons and consequences.

